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Hi! 

It’s SPRING! What a happy and busy time of year on the farm. The happy part is the warmer 

weather, longer days, and fresh green grass for the horses. And the busy part is mowing, 

fertilizing, weed spraying, currying the winter hair off of the horses, vaccinating the animals, 

and this year the extra clean-up caused by the February ice storm. We were without power for 

three days and nights, and tending to the horses and other animals needs in the cold, frozen 

conditions became a full time job. That first night of the storm, the power was out, and I will 

never forget the dark silence being disturbed by the constant loud cracking, and popping, and 

breaking, and crashing down of trees. I did not get any sleep for worrying over the horses, and 

knowing how scary that must be for them. The next day it was evident they all knew how to 

take care of themselves, because none of them had a single scratch. They were very nervous, 

though, and would not come through the woods to the back of the barn for two days 

afterwards. There were so many trees and branches down that the woods no longer looked 

familiar to them, and I suppose it took them a while to trust that limbs would not start falling 

again. But they all stuck together as a herd, like wild horses would do, and made it through fine. 

We could not leave the farm much for two weeks because of trees across the driveway and the 

ice on the surface. I love my mile long drive, but it is not so convenient in the ice and snow. 

There was a devastating amount of tree damage at Shadow Mountain, across fences, into 

pastures, over roof tops, and blocking the trails. We have made a lot of progress in the clean-

up, but there is still more to be done. I got Randy to teach me how to use a chain saw, so I could 

be of more help. I had never really had the desire to use a chain saw before, but actually liked 

it, the way I could power through a log so effortlessly.  

After the initial frightening first night of the ice, in a lot of ways I enjoyed the extreme weather. 

I liked having to get out in it to care for the animals, and being stuck here, and making sure to 

keep the fire going in the wood stove, and heating soup and hot water on top of the stove, and 

candlelight at night, and no TV, and reading four books instead by the light of the kerosene 

lantern, and snuggling down under five quilts at night. It was a very primitive feeling of survival, 

and drew you in to live for just the moment, and taking care of the most basic needs. Of-course, 

I have to admit, it was a joyous feeling when the lights did come back on, but experiencing 

Shadow Mountain, in my cozy little log cabin, gave me somewhat of a glimmer of what it must 

have been like for the Cherokee Indian family who lived here a long, long time ago without 

electricity, plumbing, and running water. Shadow Mountain has a well, so without power, the 

pump can’t run, meaning no water. Luckily I had saved buckets and jugs of water ahead of time 

in my cabin and at the Camp House, so I had to ration a little, but had enough. Also, luckily, for 
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the horse’s sake, there is a running creek that never freezes, so water was not an issue for 

them. 

Okay, enough talk about frozen weather, on to SPRING! The horses are once again thrilled to be 

let into the tasty green, fields, that they have not been allowed in for the past five months. 

They gallop about in pure joy before settling down to munch, and my heart soars happily to see 

them so content. The new pony, Firefly, had never been in any of the spring/summer pastures 

since I got her in late October. It was really funny to watch her the first time. “YEEE – UP”, I 

called by the Jump Field gate, and all 19 horses (and Pedro, the donkey) came galloping. 

Firefly’s herd instinct had her running along right with them. When she got in to the “new” 

field, a funny expression came across her face, and she was looking around like, “Hey guys, 

where are we?” Then all of a sudden, she realized she was running through lush grass up to her 

knees, and she came to a sudden halt, threw her head down, and began eating. I do believe, at 

that moment, Shadow Mountain became heaven on earth to her! Of-course, the rich spring 

grass also brings about the onset of StarBoy’s grazing muzzle, so that he does not founder, but 

he accepts it quite graciously, and goes about pulling grass through the tiny hole, which he has 

actually become quite proficient at!  

Firefly turns four this spring, and she is doing great. She loves all people, and is super friendly, 

and craves attention. In the herd she is quite the little “spitfire”, and there are only about five 

horses that she cannot boss around. We are still working on refining her understanding of the 

aides and bit, but she is great bareback, and follows right along on trails. She is SO cute and 

sweet, that many girls are sure to fall in love with her.  

There is also a new addition to the dog “herd”. His name is Remington, and I adopted him from 

the local animal shelter late January. He is now 7 months old, and is an awesome dog. He is 

what I have labeled a Boxer Hound, half Boxer and half Walker Hound.( Gulliver is a Walker 

Hound.) He has doubled his size in the 3 months I have had him, and currently weighs about 50 

pounds. He is the fawn color of a Boxer with a black face, white chest, and white tips on his 

paws and tail. He also has a thin white stripe that runs down the center of his long, hound-like 

snout. He really looks like a Boxer in a hound dog’s body, with long, floppy hound ears. 

Adorable, and handsome, all at once best describes him. He has a super expressionable face, 

and will melt you with his dark puppy dog eyes. I got him to be Gulliver’s friend, since Billy and 

Clementine are both 13 years old. Gulliver is his hero, and they get along well and love to play. 

However Remington is an indoor/outdoor dog, because when I first brought him home, it was 

too cold out for a puppy. He adapted to housedog life so easily, never chewing on anything, 

easy to potty train, and winning over Trudy and Annie Sue (the pugs). So, he has the best of 
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both worlds, running around free at Shadow Mountain during the day, and sleeping inside at 

night. He also loves to ride in the truck with me, and sits mellowly in his seat looking out the 

window. My very first dog, on my own, was a purebred Boxer, Mack. I got him when I was a 

sophomore in college out in California, and he was with me for 14 years, through my first year 

at Shadow Mountain Farm. I see a lot of his traits in Remington, and it brings back fond 

memories. 

Well, I am running out of space, to fit this on two pages, but I want to mention quickly the 

wonderful 50 mile endurance ride I had on Rain two Saturday’s ago at the “Barefoot Derby” in 

the Cumberland Mountains of Tennessee. She had astounding energy, took great care of 

herself (and me), and we had so much fun together. I had no intentions on trying to go for first 

place, but she put herself there. The best part was that she was her happy, feisty, self all day, 

trotting, cantering, and galloping down the trail. Those of you who know Rain, and have ridden 

her, know what I am talking about. She also won Best Condition which is a combination of the 

vets scoring, the time you finish, and how much you weigh with your tack. I truly felt the most 

amazing connection with her throughout that ride, like we were one being moving down the 

trail, instead of two. What a blessing, to have the gift of horses in our lives. 

Summer Camp time will be here soon, and I can’t wait to share Shadow Mountain, the horses, 

and other animals with you. If you have not signed up yet, there are still spaces, so let me 

know. Until then, Just say “NEIGH”!!! 

 

    

      


